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so long...



Convenient, 
clean and 
efficient
A breakthrough design
SaniPod™ is a revolutionary design that 

sets new standards in how to deal with 

and dispose of sanitary towels. It suits 

every location and is available in both 

manual and automatic models.

Discrete, stylish and unique
The slim-line, award-winning design 

saves space in the washroom and 

because it can be wall mounted, 

gets rid of the bins cluttering the 

floor, making general cleaning 

much faster and easier. 



Smart and 
pleasant
A smart solution to a sensitive problem 
For women the world over, disposing of sanitary towels is a sensitive 

issue. SaniPod™ is a unique and revolutionary answer to this age 

old problem – one that is elegant, stylish, smart, simple to use and 

hygienic for companies that service washroom facilities. It is easier 

and faster to clean, install and operate, saving time, money and 

delivering happier clients.

Easy and pleasant to use
The unique opening makes it simple to dispose of the sanitary towel 

without having to look into the unit. This is much more pleasant for 

the end user. It’s also easy to post the sanitary towel into the unit 

as there’s nothing to get in the way. The clean lines mean there 

is no waste getting trapped anywhere. The cylindrical form 

means the waste gets compacted down under its own weight. 

Wall mounted
One of the greatest advantages of the SaniPod™ is that it is wall 

mounted. This makes better use of limited space in washroom 

cubicles and makes it much easier to clean the cubicle and the 

unit itself if required. It also makes it look like a well-planned 

addition to the washroom – rather than just a bin stuck in the 

corner! As it’s mounted on the wall, the unit can be placed at just 

the right height for easy access either while standing or sitting. 
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Contemporary, 
elegant and 
hygienic
A radical improvement
The sanitary bins usually plonked in 

the corner of a cubicle are often seen 

as unhygienic and, not surprisingly, 

women are often reluctant to use 

them. SaniPod™ changes all that. It 

introduces a radically different way of 

posting sanitary towels – one that is 

hygienic, discreet and elegant. It’s also 

sophisticated, modern and stylish.

A convenient size
The clever design of SaniPod™ neatly 

conceals a generous storage capacity 

of 12 litres, equivalent to a 20 litre bin. 

Full dimensions are shown below.
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Manual or 
automatic
SaniPod™ manual
For situations where touch-free technology isn’t needed, the 

SaniPod™ manual model provides a stylish and exclusive alternative 

to the old-fashioned bins. The telescoping top has a lifting ring 

placed away from the opening where the waste goes. This minimises 

contact for the user and women find it much more pleasant than 

existing, manually operated sanitary units. The rotating cap allows 

posting from any angle and the wall mounting feature provides an 

innovative solution that can fit into any washroom. 

SaniPod™ automatic
The SaniPod™ auto delivers touch-free technology that works first 

time, every time. It means women won’t have to touch the unit at

all which is more hygienic and more pleasant, minimising the risk 

of cross-contamination and the spread of diseases. Silent operation 

ensures total discretion. The touch-free technology is installed in 

the wall bracket sensor box, protecting the electronics from cleaning 

materials, and reducing the risk of damage or misuse. This means 

the unit is reliable, safe, clean and convenient, which ensures less 

servicing and so delivers a cost-effective solution. 

The sensor works on four D cell batteries which are good for 

60,000 activations. Battery levels can easily be checked on the light 

indicator in the latch of the unit, which flickers red once batteries are 

low and twice when flat. 
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Clever design 
saves space 
and time
Get more in your vans
If you have to pick up the bins and take 

them away, you’ll probably get 70 or so 

in a van. You can fit 144 of the SaniPod™ 

disposal units in the same space. This 

means your operatives can do twice as 

many visits before they have to return to 

base for a drop-off.

Easy to transport
The SaniPod™ units are easy and 

convenient to transport, which speeds 

up your workforce. Customised trolleys 

ensure efficient servicing procedures 

and we can also provide customised 

racking for vehicles. 

Fast and efficient washing
Washing the SaniPods is a simple 

and efficient operation. A four minute 

automatic wash cycle includes: a three 

minute and 45 seconds wash at 60-65 

degrees; a 15 second sanitising rinse at 

87 degrees. Fifteen SaniPod™ bases are 

washed every four minutes and 20 lids 

are washed in each two minute cycle. 



Unique 
solutions for 
service providers
SaniPod™ liners
SaniPod™ liners fit precisely with no unsightly plastic 

over-wrap, maintaining the clean, stylish aesthetics 

of the SaniPod™ at all times. They are also easy to 

service, because when you remove the liner from the 

SaniPod™, the elasticated top self-closes, for minimal 

contact and greater efficiency. 

SaniPod™ liners and the environment
Both SaniPod™ manual and SaniPod™ automatic use 

strong oxo-biodegradable liners. Oxo-biodegradable 

plastics are conventional plastics but with an added 

proprietary mixture that accelerates the breakdown of the 

material’s chemical structure. This is important for the 

environment because discarded SaniPod™ liners degrade 

into a form that can be safely absorbed into the ecosystem.

If you would like to learn more about the amazing 
SaniPods why not phone us to arrange for one of 
our representatives to call

01404 814292
www.sanipod.co.uk
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SaniPod is part of FW3 Ltd

FW3 Ltd, West Hill, 

Exeter, Devon

EX11 1LQ, United Kingdom 

t +44 (0)1404 814292

f +44 (0)1404 811856 

sales@sanipod.co.uk 

www.sanipod.co.uk
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